
NIKE
Challenge
To create engagement with Nike’s core target audience of ‘Football Obsessed Teens’, 
reinforce the brand’s commitment to football, position them as leaders in innovation 
and raise awareness of Nike’s existing products and new launches.

The Idea
To integrate Nike into the I AM PLAYR’ world, weaving them seamlessly into the very 
core of the game by creating a number of logical story units for a user to interact with, 
using Nike branded product in all of the football related scenes and inserting virtual 
boots in the store, with different boots giving the user different in-game attributes 
corresponding to the real world attributes of the boots.

The exeCuTIon
We wanted to ensure that Nike had a visible brand presence through all the content 
revolving around life on the pitch.  By using Nike products for team kits and boots 
we ensured that users engaged with the brand every time they logged onto play I 
AM PLAYR.  This content would also sit in perpetuity in I AM PLAYR giving incredible 
value for money.

We backed up this product placement by recreating the entire Nike boots range and 
making them available in the virtual store.  Visiting the store and having the right 
kit is a fundamental part of the game and we wanted to ensure that the association 
between success on the pitch and Nike products was clear, as this related to match 
day performance.

As the user moves through I AM PLAYR and scores experience points the boots 
become unlocked for the user to purchase.  Each boot has different attributes directly 
correlating to real life attributes on the pitch, speed, accuracy or curl for example, 
which will affect in-game performance.  We also mirrored real life promotional activity 
by uploading new boots on the day that they are released in store.

To ensure Nike branding was present in both filmed and game play content we also 
created hoardings advertising that ran round the pitch on match days.

Case sTudY



By working with Nike to understand the assets 
they had at their disposal, we scripted a story 
that was interwoven with the core narrative.  This 
covers a number of executions delivered at various 
set points throughout the game to keep the Nike 
branding consistently front of mind throughout I 
AM PLAYR, without being obstructive or overbearing 
for the user. Obtaining a Nike sponsorship deal, 
visiting the Nike academy, bumping into Nike talent 
such as Theo Walcott and Arron Lennon at Nike 
Town are just some of the examples. Again, this 
serves to reinforce Nike’s commitment to football 
and professional athletes. 

ResulTs

We are forecasting over 4 million users will have 
engaged with content during their 12 month 
partnership.  

In the first 3 months of I AM PLAYR’s open beta 
launch, users spent over 800 days engaging with 
Nike products and branding, visited the store over 1 
million times and bought over 170,000 pairs of Nike 
boots.

TesTImonIals
“As a brand we are constantly looking for new ways to credibly connect with young footballers. But 
fundamentally that needs to be a connection on their terms, not ours.

I AM PLAYR represents not only the future of gaming, but also one of the potential futures of brand 
communication. For Nike it’s a natural brand partnership that we just couldn’t miss being a part of.”

simon owen, Brand Communications manager, nike


